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The past year has not been an easy time for any of us.  
Such challenges are followed by renewal, something 

which is now true for Jolly Phonics as well.

Our Jolly Phonics logo, of over 30 years, has needed 
updating. The color and charm of the past has been 

retained, and now with more emphasis on the ‘Jolly’. It is 
a fun word, for teaching that is enjoyable, and of course, 

effective. The same ‘look’ will be used generally, so for Jolly Grammar as well.

The content of many of the products has been updated too, with fresh page layouts for 
the Student Books, and with the teaching enhanced by introducing words as they can 

be decoded. The introduction of the new designs will take place in stages over a period 
of time, with this catalog showing those available now. 

Our program is used in over 150 countries 
worldwide, empowering thousands of teachers 
who transform children’s literacy ability. The 
program enables teachers to get their children 
reading and writing from an early age. As 
the leading synthetic phonics publisher, and 
the most experienced, we provide a 7-year 
program that takes children beyond phonics 
and integrates spelling, punctuation and 
grammar too!

Why the program is trusted
• Systematic and progressive approach to teaching 

children essential literacy skills
• Embeds phonics, spelling, punctuation and grammar 

from Pre-K to Grade 6
• Enables children to meet and exceed the Common 

Core State Standards
• Teaching is multi-sensory and active with  

fun actions, stories and songs
• Training options to suit your school needs, including 

online courses, apps, scheduled courses and whole 
school training days

• Resources provide detailed insights on the teaching 
approach to help and guide teachers

• Flexible, fun and easy to implement in school
 

The program trusted by thousands of teachers around the world

Chris Jolly

Message from Chris Jolly,
Managing Director



Dr Kyle Rhoads, Principal: 
“Jolly Phonics quickly changed the 
way our teachers teach, our learners 
learn and our mindset about how much 

kindergarteners can and will learn! This 
systematic program increased the letter 

sound acquisition across all types of children. Learners 
get excited about the lessons and teachers are 
amazed at how much more kindergarteners can learn 
with Jolly Phonics.”

Julie Young, Instructional Leader: 
“The first year of implementation was wildly 
successful as our students were excited 
about the lessons and reading achievement 

data soared. Our end of year Kindergarten 
DRA2 benchmark is a level 4. In previous years 

only a handful of students read beyond a DRA level 4 and 
now we have students who are reading beyond level 4 with 
many reading a year or more above grade level. Our data 
was compelling enough to extend Jolly Phonics into our first 
grade classes.”
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Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6

K Class

Children continue to refine and extend their earlier phonics knowledge with each year providing:
- 36 spelling lessons (1 per week) - 36 grammar or punctuation lessons (1 per week)

Daily Phonics 
Lessons

Choose from photocopiable handbooks or student and teacher books to deliver the program.
Use decodable readers to match the skills that children are taught.

An integrated program that grows with your children in school

Results that speak for themselves at Windham Primary School, ME
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The program continues through the school years, by extending the earlier 
phonics teaching with further spelling, grammar and punctuation 
concepts. Each year of teaching provides continuous revision and 
consolidation of topics taught in previous years. This enables children to 
spell and punctuate more accurately, use a wider vocabulary and have a 

clear understanding of how language works.

Children are taught the 42 letter sounds, how to write them, how to blend the sounds for reading 
and how to identify the sounds in words for spelling and writing. Alongside this children learn 
about tricky words as well as being introduced to the alternative spelling of vowels.

Children are introduced to parts of speech to include nouns, 
verbs, pronouns, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions and 
conjunctions. Colors and actions are used to help children 
identify parts of speech in sentences. 

The examples above show how children are taken through the various forms that verbs may take.

Sample pages show how phonics, grammar, spelling and punctuation concepts are introduced through the program. These pages are from the Phonics 
and Grammar Student Books. The same content can also be found in the Phonics and Grammar Handbooks. 

Grammar (Grades 1-6)

Phonics (K Class)

A whole-school approach to high-quality literacy teaching
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Children are initially taught one way of spelling a sound 
before gradually learning that the same sound can be 
represented in a number of different forms. They start with 
the common variations, before progressing to other, more 
unusual spelling patterns that occur as the children develop 
their vocabulary for reading and writing.

The examples below show how children are taken through the different spellings of the /ai/ sound.

Spelling (Grades 1-6)

Children are introduced to punctuation 
concepts and continue to revise these 
throughout the school years. Starting with full 
stops and speech marks, children will then learn 
how to use exclamation and question marks, 
colons and semi-colons, hyphens, commas, 
bullet points and much more. 

The examples above show how children are introduced to new punctuation.

Punctuation (Grades 1-6)
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• A year’s worth of 
engaging lessons  
are provided in 
each of the core 
teaching resources

• With actions, stories 
and songs for each 
of the letter sounds, 
the teaching is fun 
and multi-sensory

• Enables children 
to meet the 
expectations of the 
Common Core State 
Standards

• Step-by-step plans 
for every lesson are 
included

• Bursting with 
practical, playful 
and purposeful 
activities to keep 
children active and 
engaged

• Provides detailed 
insights on the 
teaching approach

• Continuous revision 
and consolidation  
of topics previously 
taught

1. Learning the letter sounds
Children are taught the 42 main letter sounds. This 

includes alphabet sounds and digraphs,  
such as /sh/, /th/, /ai/ and /ue/.

2. Learning letter formation
Using different multi-sensory methods, children 

learn how to form and write the letters.

3. Blending
Children are taught how to blend the sounds 

together to read and write new words.

4. Identifying the sounds in words
Listening for the sounds in words gives children the 

best start for improving spelling.

5. Learning tricky words
Tricky words have irregular spellings 
and children learn these separately.

The sounds are taught in a specific order 
(not alphabetically). The first group has been 
chosen as it makes more simple three letter 
words than any other six letters. This enables 
children to begin building words as early as 

possible.

1.   s  a  t  i  p  n
2.   c k  e  h  r  m  d
3.   g  o  u  l  f  b
4.   ai  j  oa  ie  ee  or
5.   z  w  ng  v  oo  oo
6.   y  x  ch  sh  th  th
7.   qu  ou  oi  ue  er  ar

Give your children the best start to their phonics journey!

Letter sound orderEnables you to teach the
5 key skills needed for
reading and writing.

Additional topics covered in these resources
Alternatives Handwriting / Read,

Write & Revise
Tricky Words

 y as /ee/
 short vowels
 ck
 double letters
 long vowels and
 magic e
 ay, oy
 ea
 y, igh
 ow
 ir, ur
 ew
 ph as /f/
 soft c
 soft g
 ai, ay, a_e
 ee, ea, e_e
 ie, igh, y, i_e
 oa, ow, o_e
 ue, ew, u_e
 ou, ow
 oi, oy
 er, ir, ur
 ear, air, are

SATPIN
CKEHRMD
GOULFB
J
ZWV
YXQ
all capitals
b and d
r, n, m, h
c, a, d, o, g, q
b, d, h, k, l, t
tails under the line
ABCDE
FGHI
HKLM
NOPQRS
TUVWXYZ
oa, ng
oo, or
ie, ee, ue
sh, ch, th
er, ar, ai
oi, ou
all digraphs

you, your
come, some
said, here, there
they
go, no, so
my, one, by
only, old
like, have
live, give
little, down
what, when, why
where, who, which
any, many
more, before
other, were
because, want
saw, put
could, should, would
right, two, four, goes
does, made, their
once, upon, always
also, of, eight
love, cover, after
every, mother, father

Everything you need to teach your lessons.

Choose from write-in student books and teacher’s book, software, or handbooks. 
Same content, different delivery.
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A year’s worth of engaging daily lessons are provided in the three write-in student books. Comprehensive 
and detailed lesson plans for each of the pages in the student books are included in the teacher’s book.

Structured lessons for teaching phonics.

Phonics Student Book 1 (Print letters)  
ISBN  978 1 844147 22 9  JL7229

Phonics Student Book 3 (Print letters)  
ISBN  978 1 844147 24 3  JL7243

Jolly Phonics Class Set Containing 30 copies of Student Books 1, 2 & 3 

Plus FREE Teacher’s Book (Print letters)  ISBN  978 1 844148 92 9  JL8929

Phonics Student Book 2 (Print letters) 
ISBN  978 1 844147 23 6  JL7236

Phonics Teacher’s Book (Print letters) 
ISBN  978 1 844147 27 4  JL7274

Phonics Student Book 1

Phonics Student Book 3

Phonics Student Book 2

Phonics Teacher’s Book

new
edition

new
edition

new
edition

new
edition

• Introduces the 42 main letter sounds of English, each 
with its own story and action

• Shows children how to use their letter-sound 
knowledge to read and write simple regular words

• Teaches the first set of tricky words. Children learn to 
blend the sounds and identify the tricky part

• Builds on the reading and writing skills taught in 
Student Book 1

• Covers four main topics: Alternatives, Handwriting, 
Tricky Words, and Words and Sentences

• Introuduces the main alternative vowel spellings, 
capital letters and alphabet, more tricky words and 
guided writing activities

• Builds and consolidates the reading and writing skills 
taught in Student Books 1 and 2

• Covers three main topics: Alternatives, Tricky Words, 
and Words and Sentences

• Introduces new alternative letter-sound spellings 
and tricky words, as well as a variety of reading 
comprehension activities

• Accompanies Student Books 1, 2 and 3, providing 
detailed lesson plans and guidance for each of the 
corresponding pages

• Updated with a clearer answer key for each 
corresponding activity in the Student Books
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Deliver daily interactive phonics lessons to your class!
The software provides a lesson a day for a year and all the resources a teacher requires at the 

touch of a button, making the program enjoyable and easy to use.

• Full and extensive year’s program of interactive lessons
• Use with children aged 4-6 years
• Structured daily sessions, complete with teacher’s notes 

that can be viewed on screen or printed
• Interactive lessons with lots of blending, spelling and writing 

practice, ideal for whole class use or for children to complete 
on the whiteboard

• Audio option for hearing the letter sounds, Jolly Jingles  
and Jolly Songs and story option

• Extensive selection of worksheets, templates and games  
that can be printed and used in class to reinforce teaching

• Option of print or precursive font

Site Licence (Available as a download only)                  
ISBN  978 1 844145 02 7  DL026  

video 
online

demo 
online

Step 1 - Introduce
Provides daily flipcharts, each 

introducing a letter sound as well 
as revision of letter sounds already 

taught. By the end of Step 1, children 
should know all 42 main letter sounds 
and the first set of tricky words. This 
will enable children to blend them 
together to read and write simple 

words. 

Step 2 - Build
Builds on the teaching in Step 1. 

Provides 12 weekly units, and follows 
a similar format of daily revision and 
consolidation along with extension 
topics for the week. These include 

additional tricky words and the 
alternative ways of writing the vowel 

sounds, as well as alphabet work. 

Step 3 - Consolidate
With a further 12 weekly units, Step 
3 aims to consolidate the learning 
in Steps 1 and 2. New tricky words 
are introduced, as well as spelling 

patterns, plus short and long vowels.

Jolly Phonics for the Whiteboard

Structured daily lessons for
teaching the 42 letter sounds,

alternative vowels and
tricky words!
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preview

online

A complete resource for teaching reading, writing and 
spelling to your class!

Inspire your class with multi-sensory phonics lessons packed full of 
games and activities that are quick and easy to deliver.

• Contains a year’s worth of detailed daily lesson plans and notes
• Introduces the 42 letter sounds with fun actions and stories
• Introduces the main alternative spellings of vowels plus tricky words
• Guided writing sheets included
• Contains reading comprehension sheets
• Over 100 photocopiable sheets, as well as activities  

and games for reading and spelling 

Available in precursive 
letters with exit strokes 
to encourage joined-up 
handwriting, or print letters 
with no exit strokes.

See pages 10-17 for additional classroom resources.  
For decodable readers, see pages 18-23.

The Phonics Handbook (Precursive letters)  ISBN  978 1 870946 08 7  JL081
The Phonics Handbook (Print letters)   ISBN  978 1 870946 95 7  JL952 

lesson 
objective coloring 

sheet

blending 
practice

handwriting
actionuseful 

information

Teacher’s notes and corresponding student page

The Phonics Handbook
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The Jolly Phonics Starter Kit Extended  
contains one each of the following items: 

• The Phonics Handbook
• Jolly Phonics DVD
• Jolly Phonics Word Book 
• Finger Phonics Big Books 1-7 
• Jolly Phonics Letter Sound Strips
• Jolly Phonics Cards 
• Jolly Phonics Alternative Spelling &  

Alphabet Posters 
• Jolly Phonics Tricky Word Wall Flowers
• Jolly Phonics Wall Frieze 
• Jolly Songs (Book and CD)
• Jolly Phonics Readers Level 1, 

Complete Set (18 Books)
• Jolly Phonics Readers Level 2,  

Complete Set (18 Books)

Introduce the letter sounds to your class 
using this set of 7 large format books. 
Each 16-page book contains teacher’s 
notes and guidance. Comes complete with 
a wipe-clean sheet that can be used to 
complete activities with your class. 

ISBN  978 1 844143 86 3   JL864

Complete sets of the Jolly Phonics Level 1 and 
2 Readers are included. These readers enable 
children to apply their early phonics skills. 

Level 1 Readers, Complete Set (18 books)

ISBN  978 1 844143 39 9  JL392

Level 2 Readers, Complete Set (18 books)

ISBN  978 1 844143 40 5  JL406

These handy reference strips can be used by 
each child in the class to help them remember 
the spelling of a sound for writing. The letter 
sounds are on one side and the alternative 
spellings of the vowels on the other. Pack of 30 
identical strips. 

ISBN  978 1 844140 30 5  JL30X

All items can be ordered 
individually. Sample pages of all 
resources can be found on our 

online shop.The Jolly Phonics Starter Kit Extended 
contains a basic selection of resources 
for teachers to get started with teaching 
Jolly Phonics. All items are contained in 
a bright carrying case for neat and easy 
storage. 

Four sets of flash cards suitable for whole 
class use.

Box 1: 60 letter sound cards including the 
alternative spellings of the vowel sounds
Box 2: 88 regular word blending cards 
Box 3: 80 alternative word blending cards with 
the alternative spelling of vowels 
Box 4: 72 tricky word cards. Numbered in 
recommended teaching order

ISBN  978 1 844141 08 1  JL08X

Jolly Phonics Cards

Jolly Phonics Big Books 1-7

Jolly Phonics Decodable Readers

Jolly Phonics Letter Sound Strips

Jolly Phonics Starter Kit Extended

Can be used in conjunction  
with the core teaching resources,      

see pages 6-9.

ISBN  978 1 844142 81 1  JL817
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Create an attractive display and reinforce the 
72 tricky words. There are six sets, each with 12 
tricky word flowers (13.5cm/5” across). Each of 
the six sets comes in a different color to help 
children identify the word they want. 

ISBN  978 1 844140 46 6  JL466

A collection of songs set to popular tunes 
for each of the 42 letter sounds. Songs 
are sung by children (in British English) on 
the audio CD that comes with the book. 
Includes a spoken guide to all 42 letter 
sounds and alternative vowels. 

ISBN  978 1 844140 79 4  JL792

A handy teaching resource providing       
lists of words made from the individual 
letter sounds, consonant blends, 
alternative vowel spellings and tricky 
words. Ideal for dictation and blending 
practice. 

ISBN  978 1 844140 28 2  JL288

Features all of the 42 letter sounds in 7 sections. Each 
section can be cut up into individual letter sounds and 
used separately to reinforce each of the letter sounds. 

Total length: 9.33m/30’6”

ISBN  978 1 844140 45 9  JL458

Covers all the 42 letter sounds through the adventures 
of Inky Mouse, Snake and Bee. Bonus material includes 
a fun activity for children, plus a ‘Using Jolly Phonics’ 
guide for adults, explaining the teaching. 

ISBN  978 1 844140 72 5  JL725

Two single sheet posters (84cm/33” high x 59cm/23” 
wide). The Alternative Spelling Poster shows the 
different spellings of nine of the vowels with sample 
words and illustrations. The Alphabet Poster shows the 
26 letters in alphabetical order.

ISBN  978 1 844140 29 9  JL296
This photocopiable resource contains  
a year’s worth of detailed lesson 
plans and notes. It introduces the  
42 letter sounds, tricky words and the main 
alternative spellings of vowels. 

ISBN  978 1 870946 95 7  JL952

“The resources are outstanding. I am 
no longer spending hours creating 

resources and plans; they are 
provided!”

The Phonics Handbook

Jolly Phonics Word Book

Jolly Songs

Jolly Phonics DVD

Jolly Phonics Wall Frieze

Jolly Phonics Alternative Spelling
& Alphabet Posters

Jolly Phonics Tricky Word
Wall Flowers
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The Jolly Phonics Classroom Kit  
contains a more comprehensive set  
of classroom resources for teachers  
to use with their class.

ISBN  978 1 844142 60 6  JL604

Complete sets of the Jolly Phonics Level 
1 to 4 Readers are included, plus Read 
and See Books, Pack 1 and 2. These 
96 books enable children to blend and 
sound words and apply their phonics 
skills. See pages 18-23 for more details 
on the readers. 

These books teach children how to recognize and form the 
42 letters sounds and identify sounds in words. An action and 
storyline are given for each sound. Cut-out letters on each 
page show children’s fingers the correct way to form each 
letter. 

The Jolly Phonics Classroom Kit 
contains one each of the following items: 

• The Phonics Handbook
• Jolly Phonics DVD
• Jolly Phonics Word Book
• Finger Phonics Big Books 1-7
• Jolly Phonics Letter Sound Strips
• Jolly Phonics Cards
• Jolly Phonics Alternative Spelling & 

Alphabet Posters
• Jolly Phonics Tricky Word Wall Flowers
• Jolly Phonics Wall Frieze
• Jolly Phonics Puppets
• Jolly Phonics Tricky Word Hat
• Finger Phonics Books 1-7
• Jolly Phonics Resources CD
• Jolly Jingles (Big book and CD)
• Jolly Songs (Book and CD)
• Read and See Pack 1 (12 titles)
• Read and See Pack 2 (12 titles)
• Jolly Phonics Readers Level 1 Complete 

Set (18 titles)
• Jolly Phonics Readers Level 2 Complete 

Set (18 titles)
• Jolly Phonics Readers Level 3 Complete 

Set (18 titles)
• Jolly Phonics Readers Level 4 Complete 

Set (18 titles)
• Plus FREE PowerPoint presentation 

 CD and 30 Parent/Teacher Guides

Jolly Phonics Classroom Kit Finger Phonics Books 1-7

Jolly Phonics 
Decodable Readers

Finger Phonics Book 1: s, a, t, i, p, n   
ISBN   978 1 844141 45 6  JL454

Finger Phonics Book 2: c k, e, h, r, m, d   
ISBN   978 1 844141 46 3  JL462

Finger Phonics Book 3: g, o, u, l, f, b    
ISBN   978 1 844141 47 0  JL470

Finger Phonics Book 4: ai, j, oa, ie, ee, or    
ISBN   978 1 844141 48 7  JL489

Finger Phonics Book 5: z, w, ng, v, oo, oo     
ISBN   978 1 844141 49 4  JL497

Finger Phonics Book 6: y, x, ch, sh, th, th    
ISBN   978 1 844141 50 0  JL500

Finger Phonics Book 7: qu, ou, oi, ue, er, ar   
ISBN   978 1 844141 51 7  JL519

Finger Phonics Books 1–7     
ISBN   978 1 844141 52 4  JL527

Read and See, Pack 1 (Basic words, 12 books) 
ISBN  978 1 844141 28 9  JL284

Read and See, Pack 2 (Digraphs, 12 books)  
ISBN  978 1 844141 41 8  JL411

Level 1 Readers, Complete Set (18 books)  
ISBN  978 1 844143 39 9  JL392

Level 2 Readers, Complete Set (18 books)  
ISBN  978 1 844143 40 5  JL406

Level 3 Readers, Complete Set (18 books)  
ISBN  978 1 844143 87 0  JL872

Level 4 Readers, Complete Set (18 books)  
ISBN  978 1 844143 88 7  JL880
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The main characters in Jolly Phonics 
come to life as these three full-size 
hand puppets. Made of soft, plush 
material, the puppets can be used 
by the teacher or children. 

ISBN  978 1 870946 20 9  JL200

A comprehensive compilation of Jolly Phonics 
resources including Jolly Phonics action 
pictures, extensive templates for different 
activities, reward stickers and certificates.

ISBN  978 1 844141 42 5  JL42X

A 40-page big book of 42 
short songs for each sound. 
Accompanied by a CD with 
children from Canada singing 
the songs. 

ISBN  978 1 844141 06 7  JL063

“Jolly Phonics is a fantastic way to teach phonics 
to children. Phonics should be fun and engaging 

and Jolly Phonics most definitely supports this. The 
children in our school love singing the songs and 

doing the actions!”

Lucy Davies, Teacher

Designed for use in classroom 
activities. With a slightly elasticated 
rim, the hat can be worn by children or 
the teacher. Includes a bag of 72 small 
velcro pads for attaching tricky words. 

ISBN  978 1 844141 09 8  JL098

Tricky Word Hat

Jolly Phonics Resources CD

Jolly Jingles

Jolly Phonics Puppets

A selection of interactive, educational 
apps are available to download for 

Apple and Android devices.

Jolly Phonics Apps

To find out more about the Jolly Phonics 
apps, search for ‘Jolly Phonics’ in the 

Apple and Google Play stores.

This range of apps 
enables children to 
learn and practice 
their sounds 
through a series of 
interactive games.
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Follow Inky Mouse and her friends through seven 
enchanting stories in this fully illustrated board book.

• Covers all the 42 letter sounds
• A large letter is embossed on  

each spread, so that formation  
can be felt

• Each spread has words for  
reading and spelling and  
the Jolly Phonics action

• Tips and advice for parents
• 80 pages  

ISBN  978 1 844140 81 7  JL814

The book that is bursting with creative ideas 
for teaching phonics.
A bumper resource packed full of creative 
ideas and activities to support the teaching of 
letter sounds in a fun, multisensory way. With 
this book, young children can learn their letter 
sounds whilst investigating and enjoying the 
world around them.

Activities include:

Bumper Book of Phonics Fun

Jolly Stories

new

• art and craft
• role play
• collections
• recipes
• listening skills
• small world ideas
• book lists
• investigations

ISBN  978 1 844148 41 7  JL8417

preview

online

previewonline
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The Parent/Teacher Guide provides 
background information on the Jolly Phonics 

and Grammar program, and suggests 
products that are suitable for use both at 

home and school.

With My First Letter Sounds, children 
learn all of the letter sounds, not just the 
alphabet letters. 

• Learn the sounds that letters make
• Learn how to write the letters - arrows 

on each letter enable children to form 
it correctly

• Identify the sounds in words using the 
pictures in the book 

• 22-page board book
• Tips and guidance for  

parents included

ISBN  978 1 844144 75 4                            
JL755

Nurture key literacy skills at home.
The Jolly Phonics at Home Kit provides a range 
of multi-sensory resources that help your child 
to read and write. With sing-a-long songs, 
enchanting stories and super sticker books, your 
child will enjoy learning.

The kit contains one each of the following items:

Jolly Phonics at Home

My First Letter Sounds

• Jolly Phonics Activity Books 1-7
• Jolly Songs
• Jolly Phonics Letter Sound Poster
• Jolly Phonics DVD
• Jolly Stories
• Plus FREE 3 tripod grip pencils and              

Bee eraser

ISBN  978 1 844146 13 0  JL138

Ea
rly Le

a
rn

e
rs

Parent/Teacher guide
free download at

www.jollylearning.com

preview

online

All items can 
be ordered 
individually. 

Let your child discover the letter sounds with Inky 
Mouse and her friends through 7 fun-filled activity 
books. Each 36-page A4 color book includes 2 pages 
of stickers. Clear instructions guide children through 
the activities. Suitable for use with children aged 
from 3 years.

Jolly Phonics Activity Book 1:  s, a, t, i, p, n   
ISBN   978 1 844142 69 9  JL698

Jolly Phonics Activity Book 2: c k, e, h, r, m, d  
ISBN   978 1 844142 70 5  JL701

Jolly Phonics Activity Book 3: g, o, u, l, f, b  
ISBN   978 1 844142 71 2  JL71X

Jolly Phonics Activity Book 4: ai, j, oa, ie, ee, or  
ISBN   978 1 844142 72 9  JL728

Jolly Phonics Activity Book 5: z, w, ng, v, oo, oo  
ISBN   978 1 844142 73 6  JL736

Jolly Phonics Activity Book 6: y, x, ch, sh, th, th  
ISBN   978 1 844142 74 3  JL744

Jolly Phonics Activity Book 7: qu, ou, oi, ue, er, ar  
ISBN   978 1 844142 75 0  JL752
Jolly Phonics Activity Books 1-7   
ISBN   978 1 844142 76 7  JL760

Jolly Phonics Activity Books 1-7

Nurture key phonics skills with these super 
sticker books.

“My 4 year old loves this, the books are 
interactive and we listen to the CD in the car.                      

Even I know the songs now!”

previewonline
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These 24-page workbooks are a fun way for children to put their skills into 
practice. Each sound is presented with a simple story and action, a letter 
formation guide, and a section for writing practice. Engaging exercises and 
fun activities allow children to apply their phonic knowledge in reading and 
spelling regular words, as well as some “tricky” words with irregular spellings. 
A handy checklist is also included which details the skills and knowledge 
requirements for each book, along with extra activities and guidance. Age 4+.

Workbook 1: s, a, t, i, p, n   
ISBN   978 1 844146 75 8  JL6758

Workbook 2: c k, e, h, r, m, d   
ISBN   978 1 844146 76 5  JL6765

Workbook 3: g, o, u, l, f, b  
ISBN   978 1 844146 77 2  JL6772
Workbook 4: ai, j, oa, ie, ee, or  

ISBN   978 1 844146 78 9  JL6789
Workbook 5: z, w, ng, v, oo, oo 

ISBN   978 1 844146 79 6  JL6796
Workbook 6: y, x, ch, sh, th, th  

ISBN   978 1 844146 80 2  JL6802
Workbook 7: qu, ou, oi, ue, er, ar  
ISBN   978 1 844146 81 9  JL6819

Workbooks 1–7  
ISBN   978 1 844146 82 6  JL6826

Jolly Phonics Workbooks 1-7

A single sheet poster (84cm/33” 
high x 59cm/23” wide) of the 42 
letter sounds. Arranged in the 7 
groups, each letter sound has an 
illustration that prompts the Jolly 
Phonics action and sound. 

ISBN  978 1 844141 07 4  JL071

A tub of 106 lower case 
magnetic letters. 

A box of 60 cards including 
17 alternative letter sound 
spellings. Guidance and tips 
are included in the instruction 
leaflet. 

ISBN  978 1 844144 39 6  JL399

• Consonants are in red and 
vowels are in blue

• Contains 2 each of the 42 
letter sounds

• Contains 4 each of the vowels
• Contains 6 each of m and d
• Contains c and k plus q and 

qu
• y is included both in red and 

blue (as both consonant and 
vowel)

• Includes diagraphs

Jolly Phonics Picture
Flashcards

Jolly Phonics Letter
Sound Poster

Jolly Phonics Magnetic
Letters

previewonline

ISBN  978 1 844141 72 2  JL721

new
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Jolly Phonics Reading Assessment

Jolly Phonics Letter Sound Wall Charts

Jolly Phonics Tricky Word Posters

This handy guide provides a comprehensive 
collection of example words for each of the 42 
letter sounds which can be used for blending 
and identifying sounds in words (segmenting) 
practice with children. This is a fantastic resource 
for teachers to use in school or parents to use at 
home.

ISBN  978 1 844148 76 9  JL8769

Jolly Phonics Word Bank
available
Feb 2021

A pack of two colorful posters 
featuring the 42 letter sounds, 
each 84cm/33” wide x 59cm/23” 
high. Also includes the alphabet, 
which is color-coded to match the 
Jolly Dictionary.

ISBN  978 1 844145 23 2        
JL239

A pack of two colorful posters 
featuring the 72 tricky words, 
each 84cm/33” wide x 
59cm/23” high. Color-coded to 
help children identify the tricky 
word they want.

ISBN  978 1 844145 22 5   
JL220

Child-friendly assessment that teachers can use with 
their students in a one-to-one setting. It provides an 
easy and quick method of assessing decoding and 
comprehension knowledge. Suitable for use with 
children aged 4-6 years. 

Split into two sections, the Jolly Phonics Reading 
Assessment provides:

• 2 Reading Tests for word reading and sentence 
reading

• 2 Supplementary Tests for letter sounds plus tricky 
words and aural comprehension

ISBN  978 1 844142 85 9  JL85X

preview

online

preview

online
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• 137 books for children to explore
• Tricky words are shown in each book
• Light type is used as a guide for those few 

letters that should not be sounded out, such 
as the <b> in lamb

• Reading comprehension topics included in 
each book

• Handy checklist which details the skills and 
knowledge requirements for each level of 
reader is included in every book

The Read and See books contain regular words that can be 
read by sounding out and blending. Each book has pages 
with a single word and a picture of the word under a flap to 
prevent guessing. The children read the word and then lift the 
flap to see if they are correct. 

Read and See (Pack 1, basic words, 12 books)
ISBN   978 1 844141 28 9  JL284

Read and See (Pack 2, digraphs, 12 books)
ISBN   978 1 844141 41 8  JL411

Read and See Books

Jolly Phonics Decodable Readers

Get your children reading early and fluently by 
introducing our readers in the following order:

Little Word Books (page 19)

Read and See (page 18)

Level 0 Orange Readers (page 20)

Level 1 Readers (page 21)

Level 2 Readers (page 21)

Level 3 Readers (page 22)

Level 4 Readers (page 22)

Level 5 Our World Readers (page 23)

(See each page for more information about each set of readers.)

Pack 1: First Words
 Who’s in the Box?
 I Can
 ck Words
 Double Trouble
 Eggs
 Under the Leaf
 My Body
 On the Road
 Fish
 At Sea
 Longer Words
Pack 2: ai Words
 oa Words
 ee Words
 or Words
 ng Words
 oo Words
 ch Words
 sh Words
 ou Words
 oi Words
 er Words
 ar Words

Ideal for blending and sounding out words.

Titles in this series include:

To download a full list of Tricky Words and Alternatives found in each level of 
readers, visit the Resource Bank at www.jollylearning.com/resource-bank

preview

online
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Jolly Phonics Little Word Books provide a gradual and structured start for 
children who are just learning to read. They give children the opportunity to 
apply their letter sound knowledge.

These general fiction readers cover the 42 letter sounds across 14 books, 
with the books progressively covering one particular group of sounds. 
Children can be introduced to these books as each group of sounds is 
taught.

The text in the first two books uses only decodable regular words made up 
from the first group of letter sounds; the text in the next two books uses 
only the first and second groups of letter sounds, and so on.

Jolly Phonics Little Word Books (14 books)

ISBN   978 1 844147 14 4   JL7144

1a: Ants in a Tin
1b: Snip, Snip
2a: Ten Tents
2b: Kitten in Mittens
3a: Frog’s Pond
3b: Dog Digs
4a: Train Tracks
4b: Mmm, Snacks
5a: Rook Wood
5b: Moon Landing
6a: Puffin Cliffs
6b: Traffic Jam
7a: Farm Rescue
7b: River Outing

Group 1:
s   a   t   i   p   n

Group 2:
c   k   e   h   r   m   d

Group 3:
g   o   u   l   f   b

Group 4:
ai   j   oa   ie   ee   or

Group 5:
z   w   ng   v   oo   oo

Group 6:
y   x   ch   sh   th   th

Group 7:
qu   ou   oi   ue   er   ar

Letter Sound Groups

Perfect for letter sound practice.

Titles in this series include:Little Word Books new

preview

online
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These general fiction readers cover the 42 letter sounds across 7 sets, 
with each set covering one particular group of sounds. The last set of 
readers also features a small number of tricky words. Children can be 
introduced to these books as each group of sounds is taught.

The text in the first three books uses only decodable regular words 
made up from the first group of letter sounds; the text in the next three 
books uses only the first and second groups of letter sounds, and so on.

“I love the way the book is laid out. It 
helps new readers to gain confidence 
and fluency, with instructions for both 
parents and teachers. It’s an amazing 

resource.”

Elham Windrose, teacher

Orange Readers Complete Set (21 books)

ISBN  978 1 844145 89 8   JL891

Level 0 Orange Readers

Set 1: Ants
 Tips
 Snap
Set 2: Hen and Cat’s Picnic
 Pet Panic
 Dad’s Red Tent
Set 3: Golf is Not Fun
 Brett’s Dragon
 Duck Gets Stuck
Set 4: Just a Storm
 Red Jack’s Fort
 Jaiden’s Lies
Set 5: A Hospital Visit
 A Pong at Oakwood Zoo
 Seven Elves
Set 6: Omelet for Lunch
 Fox Club Stops Yelling
 A Boxfish in a Rush
Set 7: Mervin’s Garden
 Spoilsport
 In the Attic

Introduces Tricky Words:

(Set 7 only)

I
the
she
he
me
we
be

Titles in this series include:

Perfect for those just starting to read.

previewonline

These books are available 
as e-readers. To find out 
more, search for ‘Jolly 

Phonics’ within the Apple 
Books and Google Play 

Books apps.
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With a mixture of Inky Mouse and Friends, General Fiction and Nonfiction readers, these 
books feature words that are spelled regularly and can be sounded out with the 42 letter 
sounds first taught in Jolly Phonics.

There are also 11 Tricky Words included in each book.

Level 1 Complete Set (18 books)

ISBN  978 1 844143 39 9   JL392

Level 2 Complete Set (18 books)

ISBN  978 1 844143 40 5   JL406

Level 1 Readers

Level 2 Readers

Inky Mouse & Friends
Mud
Inky
Zack

Snake
Monster Footsteps

Moat Farm
General Fiction

The Rocket
Monsters
The Pond
Helping

The Wind and the Sun
Book Week
Nonfiction

Star and Fish
A Dog has Pups
A Shoal of Fish

Slugs and Snails
Foxes

Insects

Inky Mouse & Friends
Phonic
Hetty

Zack’s Present
Picnic
Spots

Looking for Snake
General Fiction
Monster Party

Crabs
Red Hen

Swimming
The Box

Animal Chatter
Nonfiction
Rainforests

Cheese Stars
Oil

Lizards
Shells

Butterflies and Moths

Introduces Tricky Words:

Introduces Tricky Words:

to
do
was
of

are
your
all
you

come

some
here
they
there
said

Titles in this series include:

Titles in this series include:

With a mixture of Inky Mouse and Friends, General Fiction and Nonfiction readers, these 
books feature words that are spelled regularly and can be sounded out with the 42 letter 
sounds first taught in Jolly Phonics.

There are also 20 Tricky Words included in each book, whilst the <y> spelling used for the     
/ee/ sound at the end of words like ‘funny’ is also introduced.

Perfect for the beginner reader.

Perfect for the developing reader.

previewonline

previewonline

These books are available 
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Titles in this series include:

Level 3 Complete Set (18 books)

ISBN  978 1 844143 87 0   JL872

Level 4 Complete Set (18 books)

ISBN  978 1 844143 88 7   JL880

Level 3 Readers

Level 4 Readers

Inky Mouse & Friends
The Tree That Blinked

What’s in the Box?
The Old Red Tractor

The Model Boat
Wait and See!

The Bad-Tempered Goat
General Fiction

The Three Billy Goats Gruff
The Fox and the Stork

The Outing
The Little Merman

The Cricket and the Ants
Little Monsters

Nonfiction
Snakes
Deserts

Captain Scott
Underground
Mushrooms

Teeth

Inky Mouse & Friends
The Bird House

Daisy and Buttercup
The New Kitten

An Inter-Hive Match
The Maize Maze
Beach Rescue
General Fiction

The Enormous Turnip
Rumpelstiltskin

Puppets
Many More Monsters
The Pumpkin Party

Town House & Country Mouse
Nonfiction

Soccer
Mountains
Henry Ford

Sharks
The Moon
The Nile

Introduces Tricky Words:

Introduces Tricky Words:

go
no
so
my
by

only
one
old
like
have

many
any

before
more

because
other
made
want
were
saw

live
give
little 
down
what
when
who
why

where
which

would
should
could
their 
put
right
goes
does
two
four

Titles in this series include:

With a mixture of Inky Mouse and Friends, General Fiction and Nonfiction readers, these 
books feature words that are spelled regularly and can be sounded out with the 42 letter 
sounds first taught in Jolly Phonics. There are also 40 Tricky Words and 5 Alternative 
Spellings included in each book, whilst the ‘magic e’ for spelling words with the long 
vowels, as in ‘make’, ‘like’, ‘bone’ and ‘tune’ is also introduced.

With a mixture of Inky Mouse and Friends, General Fiction and Nonfiction readers, these 
books feature words that are spelled regularly and can be sounded out with the 42 letter 
sounds first taught in Jolly Phonics. There are also 61 Tricky Words and 18 Alternative 
Spellings included in each book, whilst all of the Jolly Phonics alternative vowel spellings 
that are used to make words like ‘day’, ‘seat’, ‘night’, ‘snow’, ‘few’, ‘girl’, ‘straw’, ‘boy’ and 
‘scowl’ are also introduced.

For the confident reader.

For the fluent reader.

previewonline

previewonline
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These photographic nonfiction readers feature words that are spelled regularly 
and can be sounded out with the 42 letter sounds first taught in Jolly Phonics.

There are also 72 Tricky Words and 28 Alternative Spellings included in each 
book, including:

<ge>, <gi> and <gy> for /j/ (germ, magic, energy)

<cy>, <ci> and <ce> for /s/ (cycling, circus, race)

<ph> for /f/ (dolphin)

<ear>, <air> and <are> (wear, hair, square)

Jolly Phonics Our World Readers (6 books)

ISBN   978 1 844147  12 0   JL7120

Titles in this series include:

Beastly Bugs
Rainforest Birds
Under the Sea
An Owl Prowl

Fantastic Frogs and Toads
Dependable Dogs

Introduces Tricky Words:

always
father
upon
cover
eight
every
once
also
after
love

mother

Perfect for the confident reader.

Level 5 Our World Nonfiction Readers new

preview

online
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Develop eager writers and fluent readers!

For each lesson there is a photocopiable activity sheet for students to complete, 
accompanied by a step-by-step lesson plan for the teacher.

Teacher’s notes and corresponding photocopiable worksheet
Sample lesson from The Grammar 3 Handbook

Aim

Introduction

Resources required

Main point

Grammar sheet

Worked example

Extension

Rounding off

The Grammar Handbooks

“Jolly Phonics is truly one of the best gifts that 
I have been given as an educator.  

I have seen my students become confident 
and eager readers and writers.” 

 Kelli Newsome, teacher

A systematic and progressive approach that enables 
you to teach grammar, spelling and punctuation plus 
vocabulary development with purpose and power to 
your class. It teaches new spelling patterns, supports 
a greater understanding of sentence structure, 
expands vocabulary and comprehension, and 
cultivates dictionary and thesaurus skills.

The teaching is multi-sensory and active with fun 
actions, songs and games that enable children to 
spell better, punctuate with more precision, employ 
a broader vocabulary and gain a greater insight into 
how sentences work.

preview

online
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Lessons are provided in the write-in student books. Comprehensive and 
detailed lesson plans for each page in the student books are included in 
the corresponding teacher’s book.

Teacher’s notes and corresponding activity page
Sample lesson from the Grammar 3 Teacher’s Book and Student Book

Everything you need to teach your lesson. Choose from handbooks or  
write-in student books and teacher’s books. Same content, different delivery.

Children continue to refine and extend their earlier phonics knowledge with each year providing:
- 36 spelling lessons (1 per week)          - 36 grammar or punctuation lessons (1 per week)

• Teach using the photocopiable handbooks  
or the write-in student books and teacher’s 
books

• A year’s worth of engaging lessons  
(2 per week) are provided

• Step-by-step plans for every lesson  
are included 

• Bursting with practical, playful and purposeful 
activities

• Continuous revision and consolidation  
of topics previously taught

• Enables children to meet and exceed  
the expectations of the Common Core State 
Standards

GRADE 1 GRADE 2 GRADE 3 GRADE 4 GRADE 5 GRADE 6

Aim

Introduction

Main point

Activity page

Extension

Rounding off

Worked example

Grammar Student and Teacher’s Books
preview

online
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• Revision and extension of earlier phonics 
teaching

• Vowel digraphs
• Alternative spellings of vowel sounds   
• Plural endings
• Short vowels and consonant doubling
• Tricky words  
• Consonant blends
• Nouns - proper/common/plurals
• Personal pronouns
• Verbs
• Conjugating verbs - past/present/future
• Adjectives and adverbs
• When to use a/an/the  
• Sentences - capital letters, full stops and 

speech marks 
• Parsing - identifying the parts of speech in 

sentences
• Alphabetical order

• Revision of elements covered in Grammar 1 
• New spelling patterns - ei, eigh, ture
• Silent letters - b, c, h, k, w
• Syllables
• Identifying the short vowels
• Spelling rules - consonant doubling and 

adding suffixes
• Tricky word families
• Further adjectives - possessive
• Comparatives and superlatives
• Prepositions
• Conjunctions
• Dictionary/thesaurus skills work
• Punctuation
• Exclamation marks
• Apostrophes
• Further sentence development

• Revision of elements covered in      
Grammar 1 & 2 

• New spelling patterns - tch, dge, ure, gn, 
gh, ex, n for /ng/, s, se and ze for /z/, a for 
/ar/, y for /i/, a for /o/, ere for /air/, and 
eer and ere for /ear/

• Suffixes - ‘less’, ‘able’ and ‘ful’
• Proper adjectives
• Nouns acting as adjectives
• Collective nouns
• Pronouns - possessive/subject and object
• The present participle and the continuous 

tenses
• Paragraphs
• Subject and object in a sentence
• Conjunctions 
• Questions and exclamations in speech

For children in Grade 1

For children in Grade 2

For children in Grade 3

The Grammar 1 Handbook  ISBN   978 1 844141 70 8  JL705 
Grammar 1 Student Book (Print letters)  ISBN   978 1 844142 94 1  JL949
Grammar 1 Teacher’s Book (Print letters) ISBN   978 1 844142 95 8  JL957 

The Grammar 2 Handbook ISBN   978 1 844144 07 5  JL070 
Grammar 2 Student Book (Print letters) ISBN   978 1 844143 99 3  JL996 
Grammar 2 Teacher’s Book (Print letters) ISBN   978 1 844144 00 6  JL003  

The Grammar 3 Handbook ISBN   978 1 844142 90 3  JL906 
Grammar 3 Student Book (Print letters)  ISBN   978 1 844144 54 9  JL542
Grammar 3 Teacher’s Book (Print letters) ISBN   978 1 844144 55 6  JL550 

OR

OR

OR

Grammar 1 Topics

Grammar 2 Topics

Grammar 3 Topics
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• Revision of elements covered in    
Grammar 1, 2 & 3 

• Nouns acting as concrete/abstract/
possessives

• The present participle as an adjective
• Onomatopoeia
• Clauses/independent clauses
• Agreements
• Hyphens
• Sentence writing - statements and 

questions, compound sentences
• Parsing verbs
• Infinitives
• Antonyms and Synonyms
• Homophones

• Revision of elements covered in    
Grammar 1, 2, 3 & 4 

• Sentence Walls
• Simple and continuous tenses
• Contractions and the verb ‘to have’
• Adverb placement in sentences
• Proofreading
• Prepositional phrases
• Compound subjects and objects
• Transitive and Intransitive verbs
• The order of adjectives
• Adverbs of manner, degree & place,    

time & frequency
• Irregular plurals
• Parenthesis
• Homophones
• Antonyms and synonyms

• Revision of elements covered in    
Grammar 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5

• Prefixes & suffixes and in particular 
numerical

• More alternatives: they, great, ballet,   
fete, straight for /ai/

• New spelling patterns/rules: ough
• Silent letters: bt, te, th
• Schwas -ity & -ety
• Definite and indefinite articles
• New parts of speech: countable and 

uncountable nouns, gerunds and  
modal verbs, and imperatives

• Using semi colons and colons, using a 
comma after a fronted adverbial

• Sentence structure, indirect objects, 
subject complements and passive agents

• Alliteration, idioms, formal/informal 
writing

For children in Grade 4

For children in Grade 5

For children in Grade 6

The Grammar 5 Handbook ISBN   978 1 844144 13 6  JL135 
Grammar 5 Student Book (Print letters)  ISBN   978 1 844144 84 6  JL844
Grammar 5 Teacher’s Book (Print letters) ISBN   978 1 844144 87 7  JL879

The Grammar 4 Handbook ISBN   978 1 844144 04 4  JL046 
Grammar 4 Student Book (Print letters)  ISBN   978 1 844144 78 5  JL78X
Grammar 4 Teacher’s Book (Print letters) ISBN   978 1 844144 79 2  JL798 

The Grammar 6 Handbook ISBN   978 1 844144 73 0  JL739
Grammar 6 Student Book (Print letters)  ISBN   978 1 844145 17 1  JL174
Grammar 6 Teacher’s Book (Print letters) ISBN   978 1 844145 18 8  JL182 

OR

OR

OR

Grammar 4 Topics

Grammar 5 Topics

Grammar 6 Topics
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Join Inky Mouse and her friends as they apply their 
grammar, spelling and punctuation skills through a 
collection of 15 interactive games that are discovered on 
5 grammar islands. Offering high levels of interactivity 
and colorful animation, Inky’s grammar islands come to 
life as children practice their skills, meeting new friends 
along the way. 

The Grammar 1 Workbooks provide structured 
practice and support for children, through a 
range of engaging activities. Topics covered in the 
workbooks match those featured in Grammar 1. 
See page 26 for details. The workbooks can also 
be used at home. 

• 10 double-sided blends wheels per pack
• Each double-sided wheel has initial and final 

consonant blends
• Blends including cl/dr/fl/fr/gr/sn/sp/sw
• Helps children to practice reading and writing 

words with consonant blends

• Book and CD including full 
lyrics

• 20 songs to teach grammar, 
spelling and punctuation

• Fun lyrics set to upbeat, 
familiar tunes

• Fun grammar-inspired games 
and activities

Single User                                                                 
ISBN  978 1 844144 30 3   JL305

ISBN  978 1 844144 38 9    JL380 
(Pack of 10 wheels)

Site Licence                                                              
ISBN  978 1 844144 31 0   JL313

Workbook 1  ISBN   978 1 844144 64 8  JL64X 
Workbook 2      ISBN   978 1 844144 65 5  JL658
Workbook 3     ISBN   978 1 844144 66 2  JL666
Workbook 4    ISBN   978 1 844144 67 9  JL674
Workbook 5  ISBN   978 1 844144 68 6  JL682 
Workbook 6       ISBN   978 1 844144 69 3  JL690
Workbooks 1–6  ISBN   978 1 844144 70 9  JL704

• Adjectives
• Adverbs
• Capital Letters
• Comparatives & Superlatives
• Compound Words
• Conjunctions
• Contractions
• Dictionary
• Homophones
• Magic e                 

• Thesaurus  
• Past, Present & Future Tenses
• Plurals 
• Prefixes & Suffixes 
• Prepositions 
• Pronouns 
• Punctuation 
• Speech Marks 
• Nouns
• Verbs                             

ISBN  978 1 844144 51 8    JL518

This Grammar Glossary defines all of the 
terms used in Jolly Grammar and more, from 
‘abstract noun’ to ‘word family’. A handy 
guide at the back of the book shows all of the 
Jolly Grammar actions, making this the ideal 
reference resource for every teacher’s desk. 48 
pages.

ISBN  978 1 844148 77 6  JL8776

Grammar GlossaryGrammar Songs

Grammar 1 Workbooks

available
Feb 2021

Grammar Games Jolly Phonics Blends Wheel

previewonline

previewonline

previewonline
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WINNER

Duke of EdinburghESU English Language Book Award

The award-winning Jolly Dictionary complements 
the range of Grammar books and is designed to 
teach children how to look up and understand words 
they don’t know. Divided into four colored sections 
(matching the Alphabet Poster and Letter Sound Wall 
Charts) it helps children learn how to find their way 
through the dictionary easily.

A unique Pronunciation Guide is given for each of the 
6,000+ age-appropriate words. The definitions have 
been carefully written so that children find them easy 
to read and understand. 340 pages. 

Paperback edition                                                     
ISBN   978 1 844140 01 5  JL016

ISBN   978  1 844144 02 0  JL02X 

Hardback edition                                                     
ISBN   978 1 844142 64 4  JL647 

• The alphabet
• Proper nouns  
• Common nouns 
• Short vowel sounds
• Plurals
• Pronouns  
• Verbs  
• Adjectives  
• Compound words
• Adverbs 
• Speech marks  
• Parsing

• Commas
• Exclamation marks  
• Using a dictionary
• Regular/irregular past tense
• Conjugating verbs 
• Parsing
• Conjunctions
• Plurals – ies/s 
• Apostrophe use
• Prepositions 
• Comparatives and superlatives
• Prefixes and suffixes

• 12 topics covered in each book
• Wipe-clean plastic sheet for activities and handwriting practice
• Clear guidance for teachers
• Full-color illustrations for exploring topics
• 24 color pages

ISBN   978 1 844144 01 3  JL011 

Jolly Dictionary

Grammar Big Book 1 Grammar Big Book 2

Ideal for whole class teaching. Perfect accompaniments to The Grammar Handbooks or Grammar Student 
and Teacher’s Books, these Big Books are used to introduce key elements of grammar to the whole class. 

Grammar Big Books

previewonline

previewonline
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Unlock your full  
Jolly Phonics potential!

Training will help unlock every teacher’s 
potential to achieve greater success in the 
classroom. Whether you have just started 
using Jolly Phonics or whether you want to 

learn more about achieving the best results, 
we can provide a range of options.

Our network of over 250 international Jolly Phonics 
Professional Trainers are independent, experienced 
teachers who use Jolly Phonics extensively in their 
schools. They have achieved excellent results 
with the program and are keen to share their 
experiences. 

Our trainers are able to provide tailor-made 
training to meet the needs of your school. Sessions 
are developed to ensure that there is consistent 
teaching of the program throughout your school. 

To find your nearest trainer:
www.jollylearning.com/training

Meet and network with other teachers. Get lots 
of practical ideas and advice from trainers who 
have used the program successfully for a number 
of years and seen the difference it can make to 
children’s learning. Choose from a range of courses 
available around the world.

To find your nearest course:
www.jollylearning.com/training

Packed with audio, text and digital footage, these courses provide an interactive and flexible way to study. 
Whether you are a teacher currently using Jolly Phonics or want to develop your understanding of Grammar, 
these courses will equip you with the skills, knowledge and understanding you need to teach the program 
effectively to your class.

To find an online course: www.jollyphonics.cpdcollege.com

Some of our professional trainers from North America

Thank you for a very 
informative course.  

I appreciated the flexibility 
of doing it in my own time 

and at my own pace.

For more information on our Trainers  
and news of forthcoming events around the world in 2021, visit: 

www.jollylearning.com 

Whole School Training

Attend a scheduled course

Online Phonics & Grammar courses
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Who should take a course? Ideal for the teacher who wants to gain a 
thorough understanding of the principles of Jolly Phonics and Grammar.

Why take a training course? To help you achieve the most using the Jolly 
Phonics or Grammar program and the benefits that it can bring to your 
teaching in class.

Where can I take a course? Delivered online; it can be taken in the home 
or classroom.

How long is a course? 20 hours, spread over 5 modules, each with 4 hours 
of content. Study at your own pace. Active interaction from course tutors 
provides guidance and feedback for all teachers. Modules can be done 
in any order, each ending with a question or assignment that needs to be 
completed. 

How do I enrol? Simply go to: www.jollyphonics.cpdcollege.com to register and                            
pay your course fee by credit/debit card. 

When can I take a course? Right now! Simply enrol online to begin the course.

The online course is divided into 5 modules:

Module 1 - covers the history of literacy teaching 
and evaluates the various methods used to teach 
reading and writing over the years.

Module 2 - introduces Jolly Phonics and explains 
the five basic skills that are taught in the program.

Module 3 - gives practical teaching advice and 
guidance. Explains how all the five skills can be 
incorporated into daily lessons and the pace of 
teaching.

Module 4 - discusses tried and tested techniques 
that can be used for teaching children that are 
struggling.

Module 5 - looks at research studies, which have 
examined the various methods used to teach 
literacy.

The online course is divided into 5 modules:
Module 1 - covers the history of grammar and 
evaluates the myths and facts about why it should 
be taught. An introduction to the Grammar 
program is also provided.
Module 2 - introduces grammar and punctuation 
concepts that are taught in the 6 year program. 
Topics include sentences, phrases, clauses, parts of 
speech, parsing and punctuation.
Module 3 - looks at Grammar and writing skills and 
how these are developed in the program. Topics 
include dictionary and thesaurus skills, antonyms, 
synonyms, homophones, root words, prefixes, 
suffixes, syllables, writing structure and literary 
devices.
Module 4 - investigates spelling, covering strategies 
that can be used, digraphs, trigraphs, dipthongs, 
vowels, consonants, common spelling patterns and 
spelling rules. 
Module 5 - provides a thorough overview of  
the 6 year Grammar program and the resources 
that can be used.

Join the thousands of teachers in 
over 80 countries who have  

taken our online courses

How much is each course?

$149 for an American English course                    
£89 for a British English course 

€99 for a course in the Republic of Ireland

How can I find out more?
Visit www.jollyphonics.cpdcollege.com 

where you can watch an overview

Have learnt  
so much, really excited 
about actioning ideas 

in the classroom 
tomorrow!
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Phonics Course Content Grammar Course Content

Jolly Phonics & Grammar online courses

Simply the best and most 
practical training I’ve been on!




